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the first chapter of bhavisya purana is brahma parva, and it is known as the brahma purana. it deals with the
genealogy of the kings and sages, and prophecies, and contains a universal history with the first and the second

chapters dealing with old time, the third part with the medieval, while the fourth deals with the new age. hazra states
that this opening verse is actually a well-known vedic formula. the bhavisya purana is an amalgamation of two similar
text, one in sanskrit, and the other in pali. both texts are part of the bhavisya-parva of the ancient bhagavata purana,

which is part of the uttara parva. the sanskrit form was likely taken from the maha-bhagavata-purana and the pali form
from the bhavisya-purana. in the second verse, the word krauma, a word used in the bhagavata parva, is also used in

the first verse of the maha-bhagavata-purana. it means "that (which is one's) nature" and is used for the self, self, soul,
spirit, jnana or intellect. it is also used to mean the many different forms of consciousness. this may be interpreted as

referring to the many different forms of consciousness, each with its own name and characteristics that the person
experiences. this verse is a statement of the many names and characteristics of the self. we know that the bhavisya

purana was rediscovered by the scholars and translated by the famous sanskrit scholar dr. yogen (yogendra), but the
exact date of rediscovery is uncertain, [46] [47] but it is possible that he rediscovered it around 1546. he was a vedic

scholar, a devotee of brahma, and was also a priest of a vaishnava temple in calcutta. he translated the bhavisya
purana from sanskrit to bengali. this translation became popular among the lower-class people and it was well read in

the middle and lower classes. [39] [30]
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